PUBLICATIONS

List of papers in 2016-2017

- Dr. Ushadevi M B - Sclera Feature Extraction for Detection of Diabetic Disease, in IJARCCE, Volume 5, Issue 6, June 2016.
- Madhusudan G. -“Reduction of Current leakage in VLSI System” (World Conference) IFERP 2nd WCASET-2016 at Goa 29th-30th Dec 2016.

List of papers in 2017-2018:

- Dr. Ushadevi M B –“implementation of Text and Pictures to speech conversion victimisation OCR”, IJRTI, volume 2, issue 5, 2017.
List of papers in 2018-2019

- Dr. Ushadevi M B – Adaptive TFMCC protocol in PIM- DM for avoiding congestion control in wired multicast. IJCSE journal, volume 6, issue 9 Sept 2018.
- Dr. Ushadevi M B – efficient adaptation of fuzzy controller for smooth sending rate to avoid congestion in multicast networks. IJCSIT journal, volume 10, issue 6, Dec 2018.